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The thirteenth anniversary of the martyrdom of Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto 
Was CELEBRATED Live in the LONDON 

London , 27.12.2020, 04:29 Time

USPA NEWS - The thirteenth anniversary of the martyrdom of Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto was celebrated live on Facebook with great
devotion and respect under Pakistan Peoples Party Europe. The event was hosted by Abrar Mir Qaim, Acting President PPP Europe,
while Mehreen Anwar Raja, Former Minister of State, Shamim Bhutto, Vice President PPP UK, Anjum Jral, President Women Wing
PPP UK and Muqaddas Bano, Additional Secretary Women PPP UK welcomed Benazir Bhutto with great respect and affection. Paid
tribute to The program began with a prayer for Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto.

Mehreen Anwar Raja Former Minister of State said that Benazir Bhutto Shaheed was a brave leader who was ready to fight any threat
to the country and the nation. Today we do not find her physically present but her everlasting struggle and sacrifice made every
Pakistani. She was continuing the philosophy and incomplete mission of Bhutto Shaheed and we will also support democracy for
Bilawal Bhutto.

Abrar Mir, Acting President, PPP Europe, said that the Bhutto family does not care about power but also values “‹“‹for the betterment
and development of the country and the nation. Will give full support. Shamim Bhutto Central Vice President PPP UK said that Benazir
Bhutto Shaheed was a fragrance that spread all over the world. Every single moment of her was dedicated to the rights of the poor
people. She wanted to strengthen Pakistan but she was taken away from us. She will always be in our breath and memories. Anjum
Jral President Women Wing PPP UK said that Bibi Shaheed gave a place to a woman in Pakistan which perhaps no one else has
given before. "I don't hold back my tears when I remember the 2006 Bradford meeting, but those moments also encourage me to move
on,

“he said.
Muqaddas Bano Additional General Secretary Women Wing PPP UK said that Benazir Bhutto not only became the first woman Prime
Minister of Shaheed Alam Islam but was also elected Prime Minister twice. Bibi Shaheed's philosophy will always live in the same way
as Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's philosophy is for life. Benazir Bhutto was unique and will always be unique.

The participants pledged to support the young chairman Bilawal Bhutto who has fulfilled the mission of Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto
and Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto.

There was a strange ray that tore hearts
When she settled in sight, she disappeared from sight
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